1] The influence of reduced dimensionality (two-dimensional (2-D) versus 3-D) on predictions of dense nonaqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) infiltration and entrapment in statistically homogeneous, nonuniform permeability fields was investigated using the University of Texas Chemical Compositional Simulator (UTCHEM), a 3-D numerical multiphase simulator. Hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation and relative permeability relationships implemented in UTCHEM were benchmarked against those of another lab-tested simulator, the Michigan-Vertical and Lateral Organic Redistribution (M-VALOR). Simulation of a tetrachloroethene spill in 16 field-scale aquifer realizations generated DNAPL saturation distributions with approximately equivalent distribution metrics in two and three dimensions, with 2-D simulations generally resulting in slightly higher maximum saturations and increased vertical spreading. Variability in 2-D and 3-D distribution metrics across the set of realizations was shown to be correlated at a significance level of 95-99%. Neither spill volume nor release rate appeared to affect these conclusions. Variability in the permeability field did affect spreading metrics by increasing the horizontal spreading in 3-D more than in 2-D in more heterogeneous media simulations. The assumption of isotropic horizontal spatial statistics resulted, on average, in symmetric 3-D saturation distribution metrics in the horizontal directions. The practical implication of this study is that for statistically homogeneous, nonuniform aquifers, 2-D simulations of saturation distributions are good approximations to those obtained in 3-D. However, additional work will be needed to explore the influence of dimensionality on simulated DNAPL dissolution.
Introduction
[2] The migration and entrapment of dense nonaqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) at the field scale is poorly understood. Systematic field experiments are generally prohibited, accidental spills are difficult to characterize [e.g., Pouslen and Kueper, 1992; Kueper et al., 1993; , and field-scale heterogeneity is rarely recreated in the lab [Kueper et al., 1993; Kueper and Gerhard, 1995; Imhoff et al., 2003] . Consequently, numerical models have become the primary method for the investigation and characterization of field-scale DNAPL migration and entrapment Kueper and Gerhard, 1995; Dekker and Abriola, 2000; Lemke et al., 2004a] .
[3] Over the last two decades a number of numerical models capable of simulating the migration of DNAPL through porous media have been developed. These models range in complexity from one-dimensional, singlecomponent, two-phase models to three-dimensional, multicomponent, multiphase (up to 4) flow models with dynamic partitioning between phases (for a review, see Abriola [1989] , Miller et al. [1998] , and Adeel et al. [2001] ). These models have typically been used to simulate hydrophobic contaminant (e.g., tetrachloroethene (PCE)) migration in two-dimensional (2-D) flow fields [Kueper and Frind, 1991; Brown et al., 1994; Kueper and Gerhard, 1995; Bradford et al., migration is relatively unaffected by the nominal 2-D domain width and porous media property variability in the third dimension. Given this assumption, 2-D saturation distributions, as characterized by quantitative metrics (e.g., center of mass, organic spreading, maximum saturation, etc.), are thought to be good representations of the more realistic 3-D domain. However, to date, the validity of this assumption has not been systematically investigated. If it could be shown that 2-D simulations provide reasonable representations of 3-D saturation distributions, then it would be justifiable to investigate migration and entrapment in the more computationally efficient 2-D domain. Conversely, the identification of consistent differences between saturation distributions simulated in 2-D and 3-D could lead to improved interpretations of 2-D modeling and laboratory results.
[4] Existing modeling studies that have considered the third dimension typically have done so for a single realization and have neglected heterogeneity and/or hysteretic capillary effects [Faust et al., 1989; Brown et al., 1994; Panday et al., 1994; Edwards et al., 1999] . Guarnaccia and Pinder [1998] appear to be the only researchers to consider the effect of reduced model dimensionality on the prediction of the DNAPL distribution. However, they did so for a single homogeneous realization at the lab-scale (1 m Â 1 m Â 0.3 m). Thus no study has systematically investigated the effect of dimensionality on the simulated infiltration and entrapment of DNAPL in field-scale nonuniform porous media.
[5] The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of reduced dimensionality on simulated DNAPL saturation distributions using a suite of three-dimensional, statistically homogeneous, nonuniform permeability fields that are representative of a natural formation. DNAPL saturation distribution metrics are used to quantitatively compare predictions of DNAPL entrapment in two and three dimensions. Variations in contaminant recovery predictions due to reduced dimensionality (2-D versus 3-D) will be investigated in a subsequent paper.
Methods
[6] Numerical simulations were performed in two and three dimensions using a version of the University of Texas Chemical Compositional Simulator (UTCHEM 9.0) [Delshad et al., 1996] , modified to simulate hysteretic infiltration and entrapment in nonuniform permeability fields. UTCHEM has been used to simulate a number of 2-D and 3-D physicochemical source zone remediation scenarios (e.g., Surfactant Enhanced Aquifer Remediation (SEAR)) [Brown et al., 1994; Edwards et al., 1999; University of Texas Chemical Compositional Simulator (UTCHEM), 2000; Wu et al., 2000; Delshad et al., 2000; Roeder and Falta, 2001; Ouyang et al., 2002] and partitioning tracer tests [Jin et al., 1997; Young et al., 1999] . Its application to model hysteretic DNAPL infiltration and entrapment, however, has not been documented in the literature. To provide validation for this application, 2-D DNAPL simulations generated using UTCHEM were benchmarked against simulations generated with the Michigan-Vertical and Lateral Organic Redistribution (M-VALOR) simulator ]. M-VALOR is a multiphase flow code that has been used extensively to simulate 2-D, two-phase immiscible con-taminant transport in lab and field-scale heterogeneous subsurface systems [Demond et al., 1996; Dekker and Abriola, 2000; Rathfelder et al., 2000; Drummond et al., 2000; Rathfelder et al., 2003; Lemke and Abriola, 2003] . Comparisons between 2-D saturation profiles generated with both models using identical input parameters led to the discovery of coding errors in the entrapment subroutine in UTCHEM. After modification of this subroutine to correctly simulate the two-phase capillary pressuresaturation -relative permeability relationship with entrapment, 2-D saturation distributions simulated using both models were essentially identical (maximum absolute difference in maximum organic saturation <2%), demonstrating that the modified version of UTCHEM was functioning properly.
[7] UTCHEM solves a mass conservation equation in terms of the overall volume of component k per unit pore volume (C k ) [Delshad et al., 1996] :
whereC
In equations (1) and (2), a denotes the fluid phase (a = w, o for water and organic phases, respectively), n is the matrix porosity, k is the intrinsic permeability, r a is the a fluid density, r k is the k component density, m a is the a fluid viscosity, P a is the a fluid phase pressure, s a is the saturation of the a phase, k ra is the relative permeability to the a fluid, D k a is the dispersion tensor, C k a is the concentration of component k in phase a,Ĉ k is the sorbed concentration of component k, R k is a source/sink term, g is the gravitational vector, h is depth, n p is the number of phases, and t is time. Development of (1) assumes slightly compressible porous media and fluids and accounts for mass transfer across phase boundaries. The problem considered in this work involves immiscible flow of a pure DNAPL. Thus C k a = 0 or 1,Ĉ k = 0, andC k = s w or s o . Equation (1) is constrained by the conservation relationship s w + s o = 1. UTCHEM solves these volumetric concentration equations on a uniform block-centered finite difference grid using an implicit pressure, explicit saturation (IMPES) type scheme. Several upstream weighting options are available for the advection term. In this work first-order upstream weighting was selected to facilitate the comparisons with M-VALOR.
[8] To investigate the effect of reduced dimensionality on DNAPL saturation distributions, 21 3-D permeability realizations were selected from a suite of realizations developed by Lemke et al. [2004a] . These realizations are representative of a field-scale formation, whose properties are based on an aquifer located in Oscoda, Michigan, USA. This aquifer underlies a former dry cleaning business and is contaminated with PCE DNAPL. It is composed of relatively homogeneous glacial outwash sands and was the site of a pilot-scale SEAR test designed to remove residual PCE from a known source zone [Abriola et al., 2005] . Realiza-tion selection criteria were based on DNAPL mass distribution metrics (maximum organic saturation and vertical and lateral spreading) calculated from results of 50 2-D PCE infiltration simulations generated using MVALOR [Lemke et al., 2004a] . Realizations representing minimum, mean, and maximum values for three selected metrics (see below) were chosen to span the range of variability. Four additional realizations with metric values approximately corresponding to the 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 quantiles were selected for each metric. These selection criteria resulted in some duplication of the realizations chosen, so that the number of unique 3-D permeability realizations was actually 16. To facilitate direct comparisons between 2-D and 3-D simulations, the 2-D realizations used in this study were extracted directly from the center x-z cross section of the 3-D simulation (Figure 1 ), resulting in 16 3-D and 16 2-D permeability realizations. This number of realizations is similar to the number employed for previous DNAPL saturation distribution studies [Dekker and Abriola, 2000; Kueper and Gerhard, 1995] .
[9] The selected 3-D modeling domain (7.925 m long (x) by 7.925 m wide (y) by 9.754 m deep (z)) was sized to be consistent with the installed remediation system and was oriented so that the center x-z cross section (henceforth referred to as the center cross section) connected the SEAR extraction well with the center injection well ( Figure 1 ) [Lemke et al., 2004a] . To resolve the influence of capillary property variation at the modeled scale of heterogeneity (30.48 cm), the 3-D domain was discretized into 86,528 cells with 26 cells in the x direction, 26 cells in the y direction, and 128 cells in the z direction. This level of spatial resolution represents a reasonable trade-off between model accuracy and computational demands Glass et al., 2000; Lemke et al., 2004a] . The 2-D simulations were conducted for the center cross section. In both 2-D and 3-D simulations, cell size in the x, y, and z direction was 30.48 cm, 30.48 cm, and 7.62 cm, respectively. In all simulations the upper and lower boundary of the domain were specified as no flow boundaries and the side boundaries were specified as constant pressure and maintained a constant organic saturation equal to zero. The domain size was sufficiently extensive such that no organic phase crossed the lateral boundaries during any simulation. A uniform saturation (s w = 1) corresponding to hydrostatic conditions was specified at time t = 0.
[10] Porous media properties of the selected realizations were based on 167 samples collected from vertical and directional cores at the Oscoda site [Drummond et al., 2000; Abriola et al., 2005] . Statistically homogeneous, nonuniform permeability fields were generated using sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS) [Deutsch and Journel, 1998] following the procedure outlined by Lemke et al. [2004a] . These efforts utilized a zonal anisotropy model [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978] with a nugget effect and spherical semivariogram. Variability in the horizontal plane was modeled as isotropic and a uniform vertical to horizontal permeability ratio of 0.5 was assigned to all cells to account for anisotropy due to aquifer stratification at a scale not resolved by the geostatistical methods. A uniform porosity of 0.36 was used in all simulations. As indicated above, resolution of the simulated permeability field was 30.48 cm in the horizontal and vertical directions (1 horizontal by 4 vertical grid blocks). The mean hydraulic conductivity, K, value was 16.8 m/d and the variance of the lognormal transformed K field (s 2 ln(K)) was 0.29 [Lemke et al., 2004a] . Soil properties and variogram parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
[11] The P c -s a -k ra relationship implemented in this work combined the Brooks-Corey [Brooks and Corey, 1964 into the hysteretic entrapment model developed by Parker and Lenhard [1987] . This approach accounts for hysteresis due to organic entrapment by including an apparent water saturation, which is a function of the actual water saturation and the entrapped organic saturation, in the organic phase relative permeability function (see Rathfelder and Abriola [1998] for a complete presentation of hysteretic model equations). Model parameters to describe a representative P c -s a soil moisture characteristic curve were derived from aquifer samples using the method of Haverkamp and Parlange [1986] and are given in Table 1 . Leverett [1941] scaling was used to scale this reference (ref) P c -s a curve to k and n in each cell according to the expression
In this work, uniform porosity is assumed so that n = n ref .
[12] A hypothetical DNAPL spill, consistent with the suspected release from the former dry cleaning building, was simulated in the 16 3-D realizations by releasing 128 liters of PCE over a 400 day period in a 4 Â 5 cell area centered in the top layer of the 3-D model. As shown in Figure 1 , the release rate in each cell block was selected to approximate a symmetric source by balancing the sum of the release rates in the x and y directions. For 2-D simulations, PCE was released at an equivalent rate (0.02 L/d) in each of the center four cells of the top layer of the center 2-D cross section (Figure 1 ), corresponding to a total of 32L of PCE released over the 400 day period. In all simulations the 400 day spill event was followed by a 330 day redistribution period (730 day simulation) to allow for organic entrapment.
[13] To quantify the similarities and differences in saturation distributions simulated in 2-D and 3-D, four DNAPL mass distribution metrics were examined: (1) the maximum organic saturation (s o max ), (2) the second spatial moment about the center of mass in the x direction (s xx 2 ), (3) the second spatial moment about the center of mass in the z direction (s zz 2 ), and (4) the saturation distribution ganglia-topool (GTP) mass ratio. Spatial moments are a commonly used metric for quantifying saturation distributions [Kueper and Frind, 1991; Kueper and Gerhard, 1995; Lemke et al., 2004a] and may be defined as The second spatial moment about the center of mass is then
where
are the center of mass in the horizontal (X cm ) and vertical directions (Z cm ), respectively. In (4) -(6), x is the horizontal coordinate, z is the vertical coordinate, and i and j are the moment orders. M 00 , the zeroth moment, is a measure of the organic mass in the domain.
[14] The GTP mass ratio is a metric recently used to quantify the temporal evolution of a source zone [Lemke et al., 2004b] and is defined as the mass of PCE in cells with organic saturations less than the maximum residual organic saturation (ganglia) divided by the mass of PCE in cells with saturations greater than or equal to the maximum residual organic saturation (pools). This mass ratio may be a better indicator of subsequent dissolution behavior of DNAPL saturation distributions [Lemke et al., 2004b] than X cm or Z cm , which are reported here for completeness.
[15] The metrics above were calculated for the saturation distributions simulated in the 16 selected 3-D permeability realizations and the 16 corresponding 2-D permeability realizations. In addition, 2-D saturation metrics for the center x-z cross section of each 3-D simulation were examined. Statistical tests were then used to determine the extent of similarity between the two-and three-dimensional DNAPL saturation distributions. The realizations were ranked according to their corresponding metric values to investigate migration and entrapment behavior for the ensemble of realizations. The saturation structure of the 3-D simulations was also used to investigate the assumption of statistical isotropy of permeability imposed in the horizontal plane.
[16] Finally, the influence of nonuniformity was further investigated by performing additional simulations in selected realizations with a higher degree of spatial variability. The three realizations that had previously generated the min, mean, and max s o max values (a normally distributed The box extends from the q 0.25 to the q 0.75 quartile (interquartile range (IQR)) and is separated by the median. The whiskers extend from the box to the minimum and maximum metric value within 1.5 Á IQR. An asterisk indicates a probable outlier (metric value >3 Á IQR). metric) in the center cross section of the 3-D domain were transformed by scaling the permeability field from s 2 ln(K) = 0.29 to s 2 ln(K) = 1.0.
Results and Analysis

Saturation Distribution Comparisons
[17] Comparison of saturation distributions simulated in 2-D with those computed for the center x-z cross section of 3-D simulations illustrate some general similarities and differences that are typically encountered. Figure 2 depicts two representative PCE saturation distributions; one generated in 2-D (2a) and the other in 3-D (2b) using a profile extracted from the same 3-D permeability realization. The 3-D realization has been sliced to reveal the center x-z cross section corresponding to the 2-D domain. Despite the presence of identical permeability fields and release rates in the cross section, the appearance of the saturation distributions generated in 2-D and 3-D is quite different. The saturation distribution in the 3-D model appears more discontinuous, has a higher center of mass, and displays less spreading in the vertical direction. These characteristics are attributed to the movement of PCE out of the plane into adjacent sections and were generally observed in all 16 simulation comparisons. Note, however, that high-saturation cells, indicative of pools, appear at many of the same locations in both the 2-D and 3-D realizations. This observation is important, given the significance of pools in governing the persistence of DNAPL in a source zone [Anderson et al., 1992; Sale and McWhorter, 2001; Lemke et al., 2004b] and the influence pools have on the value of the saturation distribution metrics.
[18] Although the appearance of the saturation distributions simulated in 2-D and 3-D for a single realization can appear quite different (Figure 2) , the behavior of the ensemble of realizations must be considered to assess the ability of 2-D simulations to adequately represent 3-D simulations. Ensemble statistics calculated for the saturation moment metrics described in section 2 are reported in Table  2 for both 2-D simulations and 2-D cross sections extracted from 3-D simulations (2-D in 3-D). The mean spreading metric values calculated in 2-D simulations tend to be approximately 20 -30% higher than the metrics derived from ''2-D in 3-D'' simulations. A paired t-test [Devore, 1995] confirmed that the 2-D simulation metrics are greater than the ''2-D in 3-D'' simulation metrics at the 98-99% (depending on the metric) confidence level. The variance in spreading metric values for this ensemble of 16 realizations is approximately twice as large in 2-D simulations as it is in 2-D cross sections extracted from 3-D simulations. This variability is better visualized in Figure 3 , which compares the distribution of metric values in 2-D and ''2-D in 3-D'' using box plots. In this figure each box represents the interquartile range and is separated by the median. The vertical lines extend to the minimum and maximum metric values and the points represent outliers as described in the figure caption. For the simulated conditions, the 2-D models tend to predict increased spreading in the lateral and vertical dimensions in addition to higher maximum saturations.
[19] Alternatively, the ability of 2-D simulations to represent the saturation distributions simulated in the entire 3-D domain can be assessed by comparing saturation distribution spreading metrics calculated in 2-D and in 3-D. Statistics calculated for the ensemble of 3-D saturation distribution metrics are also given in Table 2 . Mean metric values calculated in 3-D simulations are within 10-30% of metrics calculated in 2-D simulations and the 2-D metrics are slightly larger than the 3-D metrics. s o max is the only metric that does not follow this trend. Figure 3 shows that s o max for 2-D simulations are slightly lower than s o max calculated for the entire 3-D domain. A paired t-test [Devore, 1995] showed that, in contrast to the 2-D versus ''2-D in 3-D'' comparison, the 2-D and 3-D mean s o max values are equivalent at the 95% confidence level.
[20] The equivalence of s o max in 2-D and 3-D, however, may be an artifact of the selected spill volume or source strength (release rate). Other investigators [e.g., Kueper and Gerhard, 1995] have demonstrated that saturation distribution metric values in 2-D simulations were sensitive to the release rate and spill volume. Therefore to assess the influence of these factors on the s o max observation in this study, three realizations corresponding to the min, mean, and max s o max values simulated in ''2-D in 3-D'' were selected from the set of 16. Two additional spill volumes (64L and 192L) were simulated in each realization by adjusting the duration of the spill (i.e., the release rate remained unchanged) and one additional release rate was simulated by doubling the source strength (0.64 L/d). Spill volume results are presented in Table 3 and release rate results are presented in Table 4 . As shown in Table 3 , an increase in spill volume resulted in an increase in the s o max value, however the increase was observed in both 2-D and 3-D, suggesting that the approximate equivalence of s o max in 2-D and 3-D is independent of spill volume. The spreading metrics reported in Table 3 also support the general observation that lateral and vertical spreading in 2-D will, on average, be greater than that simulated in 3-D, regardless of the spill volume. For the range of source strengths considered here, s o max was insensitive to the release rate. Spreading metrics decreased slightly due primarily to larger initial The one realization that resulted in an infinite GTP mass ratio was ignored for the statistical calculations.
water displacement and subsequently more entrapment (Table 4 ). Dimensionality did not appear to affect these results.
[21] As an alternative to the comparison of selected metric values, a Q-Q plot can be used to compare the 2-D and 3-D saturation distributions directly. This plot is commonly found in the geostatistical literature [Goovaerts, 1997] and is based on the comparison of cumulative distribution functions. For this analysis a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of PCE saturations was generated for each 2-D and 3-D realization using all cells in the domain with a saturation greater than 0.0001. The 2-D and 3-D CDFs were averaged separately to generate two ensemble CDFs that were then used to generate the Q-Q plot ( Figure 5 ) (for details, see Goovaerts [1997] ). This figure compares the average saturation for each CDF quantile. Much like a normality test, the degree to which values plot along the 1:1 line is an indication of the similarity in distributions. Examination of Figure 4 shows that the ensemble CDF in two and three dimensions is visually similar, with the 2-D CDF generally resulting in saturations 15-50% higher at the same quantile. This observation, when combined with the results previously presented for the individual metrics, supports the premise that DNAPL infiltration and entrapment simulations conducted in 2-D domains will result in slightly higher estimates of NAPL saturations than simulations conducted in fully 3-D domains.
[22] In contrast to the spreading metrics discussed above, which quantify the spatial distribution of DNAPL saturation values in the domain, Lemke et al. [2004b] recently showed that long-term dissolution behavior can be significantly influenced by the distribution of mass between cells classified as pools and ganglia. This distribution of mass can be quantified by the GTP mass ratio defined in section 2. Figure 5 is a scatterplot of 3-D and ''2-D in 3-D'' versus 2-D GTP mass ratios for all 16 realizations considered in this study. From this figure, a positive trend in the simulated mass distribution is apparent. Despite several points that do not follow the general trend, there is a statistically significant (p-value = 0.0016) positive correlation (= 0.721) between the 3-D and 2-D data (closed boxes) and the ''2-D in 3-D'' and 2-D data (open boxes, r = 0.765, p-value = 0.0002). In both the 3-D and ''2-D in 3-D'' comparisons, 75% of the data points fall above a 1:1 line, Spill volumes were changed by increasing or decreasing the duration of the spill event. In all simulations the contaminant release rate in a given block remained unchanged. In all 2-D cases the spill volume is one-fourth the volume reported in the left-hand column. In all simulations, spill volume remained unchanged. In all 2-D cases the spill volume is one-fourth the volume reported in the left-hand column.
indicating that the mass distributions simulated in 2-D generally resulted in higher levels of mass trapped in pools, which could affect predictions of source longevity [Anderson et al., 1992; Sale and McWhorter, 2001] .
Realization Rank Calculations
[23] To compare the degree of variability in metric values across the ensemble of realizations simulated in two and three dimensions, each realization was rank ordered according to its metric value. Ranks of the 2-D simulations were plotted against ranks of the corresponding 2-D cross sections extracted from 3-D simulations and ranks of the corresponding 3-D simulations ( Figure 6 ). Spearman rank correlation coefficients [Statistix, 1996] for all combinations are given in Table 5 . The rank correlation coefficients for 2-D simulations and 2-D cross sections extracted from 3-D simulations (2-D in 3-D) are significant at or above the 95% confidence level for all metrics, indicating that 2-D cross sections representing average or extreme metric values tended to reproduce average or extreme metric values in the corresponding 2-D cross section in the 3-D domain. The same is true when comparing 2-D and 3-D simulations except for the s xx 2 metric (Figure 6e ). The lower correlation of the metric between 2-D and 3-D simulations may result from greater variability in spreading in the x direction in 2-D simulations than in 3-D simulations. In fact, metric standard deviation for the 3-D simulations is smallest for all 5 of the metrics in Table 2 . Thus evaluating behavior over the entire 3-D domain appears to have a smoothing effect on the metrics selected for analysis in this study.
Variability in the Horizontal Direction
[24] Performing DNAPL migration and entrapment simulations in 3-D gives the opportunity to investigate spreading behavior in different directions. One potential regulatory compliance alternative to maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) is a regulatory threshold based on contaminant mass flux estimates through a down-gradient plane of compliance [Rao et al., 2002; Stroo et al., 2003] . The NAPL saturation distribution in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow is very important to the determination of mass flux [Feenstra et al., 1996; Einarson and Mackay, 2001; Rao et al., 2002; Lemke et al., 2004b] . Typical 2-D models assume a nominal dimension in the direction perpendicular to flow [e.g., Abriola et al., 1992] . Hence upscaling 2-D simulations of source zone dissolution to 3-D is problematic. One logical approach is to assume that horizontal isotropy in permeability will lead to an isotropic source configuration (e.g., s xx 2 = s yy 2 ).
[25] To evaluate this hypothesis, the suite of 16 threedimensional simulations was interrogated to determine if isotropic variability of permeability in the horizontal direction is associated with a symmetric source configuration. Substituting y for x in (4) -(6) facilitates the calculation of the center of mass in the y direction (Y cm ) and the second spatial moment about that center of mass (s yy 2 ). A scatterplot of s xx 2 versus s yy 2 for the 16 realizations is shown in Figure 7 . It is apparent from this figure that there is no correlation between spreading in the x and y direction (r = 0.311). The mean spreading for the suite of realizations in each direction, however, is statistically identical at the 95% confidence level using a paired t-test. These results suggest that spreading in the x and y direction may be different for any realization, but the average spreading in each direction across an ensemble of realizations is expected to be the same.
[26] The variability among realizations observed in Figure 7 is possibly due to the release rate or extent (area) of the spill, which extends across approximately 1 = 2 the horizontal integral scale of the permeability field. In a 2-D study investigating the influence of source dimensions on spreading, Kueper and Gerhard [1995] found that the degree of lateral spreading was highly dependent on the permeability field near the spill release area for spills with dimensions less than the permeability field integral scale. In a separate numerical experiment, these authors also show that as the rate of release (source strength) increases both the degree of lateral spreading and the tortuosity of the infiltrating DNAPL path decrease. Hence the DNAPL mass distribution for any single realization as well as the average spreading over a suite of realizations is expected to become even more symmetric as the spill area or release rate increase. Note, however, for the higher release rate discussed in section 3.1 only a marginal increase ($4%) in the symmetry between s xx 2 and s yy 2 was observed (metric values not shown). Therefore while the results of this study show that the ensemble average 2-D spreading metric will provide a good approximation to this metric for a symmetric 3-D source zone, symmetric 3-D spreading for an individual realization is likely to be realized only at sites where the source zone area is larger than the integral scale or a release rate larger than those considered here can be assumed.
Influence of Increased S 2 ln(K)
[27] The simulations reported above were for a relatively homogeneous (low variance) porous medium. To explore the influence of increasing nonuniformity on the conclu-sions of this study, additional simulations were performed with different permeability fields. Three 3-D permeability realizations (chosen based on min, mean, and max ''2-D in 3-D'' s o max values) were transformed from a s 2 ln(K) = 0.29, which corresponded to the Oscada, MI aquifer, to a s 2 ln(K) = 1.0, corresponding to a moderately nonuniform aquifer. The center 2-D cross section was then extracted from the 3-D domain and 2-D and 3-D simulations were performed using UTCHEM. All simulation parameters, other than the permeability field, remained the same.
[28] Although it is difficult to calculate meaningful statistics with three realizations, the results of these simulations are consistent with most of the observations made using the 16 lower-variance permeability realizations. Comparison of the metrics calculated for the higher-and lower-variance realizations (Table 6) shows that the maximum saturation and horizontal spreading generally increase with variance, while the GTP mass ratio and the horizontal and vertical centers of mass decrease, regardless of dimensionality. Changes in vertical spreading due to an increase in the variance appear to be dependent on the realization, but not on the dimensionality. As with the original set of 16 realizations, the 2-D s o max , s xx 2 , and s zz 2 metric values are generally larger and the GTP mass ratio is generally smaller than the ''2-D in 3-D'' simulation metric values and the One minus the significance level is the percent likelihood that the calculated correlation is due to chance.
relative rank of the realization for each metric remains unchanged at the higher variance. Comparing the highervariance 2-D and 3-D results shows that, as observed for the ensemble of 16 realizations, the s o max metric values and GTP mass ratios are closely related (generally <20% difference). Spreading metrics, however, are more difficult to interpret. 2-D versus 3-D comparisons of lateral spreading are realization-dependent and only 2 out of the 3 selected realizations (MIN and MAX) result in 3-D vertical spreading that is smaller than 2-D. This behavior could be an artifact of the SGS routine used to generate the permeability field or could reflect the fact that these three realizations were selected based on maximum saturations without regard for spreading behavior. SGS routines tend to maximize the entropy in the simulated field [Deutsch and Journel, 1998 ] and as observed in Table 2 and Figure 3 spreading metrics were generally characterized by much greater variability. Thus the conclusions of this study regarding 2-D and 3-D lateral spreading should be used with caution when considering aquifers characterized by a more highly nonuniform permeability field or a heterogeneous permeability field with discrete, multimodal populations of k values. As the degree of nonuniformity increases it may become necessary to perform migration and entrapment simulations in 3-D domains to capture the degree of lateral and vertical spreading.
Conclusions
[29] The influence of dimensionality on the development of realistic DNAPL source zone saturation distributions was investigated by conducting numerical simulations in 16 alternative realizations of a three dimensional, statistically homogeneous, nonuniform permeability field using the multiphase flow simulator, UTCHEM. This work appears to be the first to document use of the hysteretic entrapment model in UTCHEM, although coding corrections were required for its proper implementation.
[30] A reduction in dimensionality from 3-D to 2-D was shown to have a reasonably consistent impact on the predicted characteristics of the DNAPL source zone. Direct scaling of these metrics from 2-D to 3-D is not possible, however, based on the results of this study. 2-D simulations tended to have a 20-30% higher maximum NAPL saturation and increased spreading in the horizontal and vertical directions when compared to equivalent 2-D cross sections extracted from 3-D domains. The maximum saturations simulated in 2-D and the fully 3-D domains were shown to be statistically identical at the 95% confidence level. A comparison of GTP mass ratios for 2-D and 3-D simulations demonstrated that the simulated distribution of mass between pools and ganglia in 2-D was positively correlated to the mass distribution simulated in 3-D. Variability in 2-D and 3-D NAPL saturation distributions across realizations A GTP mass ratio = 1 indicates that the maximum saturation is less than the maximum residual organic saturation in all cells in the domain. was shown to be similar; indicating extreme behavior in the 3-D realization will often be mimicked in simulations conducted in 2-D slices extracted from the same 3-D realization. Horizontal isotropic variability did not result in a symmetric x-y saturation distribution for any individual 3-D realization. However, average spreading in the horizontal direction was symmetric for the 16 simulated realizations. This suggests that ensembles of 2-D realizations can be analyzed to infer average DNAPL infiltration and entrapment behavior along 2-D transects, irrespective of their orientation, when horizontal isotropy and bedding can be assumed.
[31] The observations reported above were also found to be valid for a small subset of realizations with an increased variance in the permeability field (s 2 ln(K) = 1). However, as the variance in the permeability field increased, lateral spreading of the DNAPL was enhanced in 3-D simulations to a greater extent than in 2-D simulations. This observation suggests that it may be necessary to perform 3-D simulations to capture the increased lateral spreading in highly variable formations.
[32] For statistically homogeneous, nonuniform permeability fields generated using SGS, the implications of this work are that DNAPL saturation distributions simulated in 2-D capture the essential characteristics, as quantified by the selected metrics, of a more realistic 3-D DNAPL saturation distribution. Hence for the analysis of DNAPL infiltration and entrapment behavior using the selected metrics, the more computationally efficient 2-D simulations can provide a good approximation to the fully 3-D simulation. However, caution must be used when considering highly nonuniform aquifers or aquifers that do not have horizontal bedding. Additional work is also required to explore whether equivalent migration and entrapment behavior simulated in 2-D and 3-D will result in equivalent mass recovery (dissolution) when simulated in 2-D and 3-D.
